


 





 







 





 







YARN- 
    3-4 Ply 

Mitten A 

DSCN2410C 

      Green 
      Red 
      White 

Make a separate canvas back of solid red Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with red all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Green
Red
White

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 
3) 3-4 ply 

1 

2 3 

Mitten A 

DSCN2410B 

Make a separate canvas back of solid red Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with red all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 

Mitten A1 

DSCN2403C 

     Green 
     Red 
     White 

Make a separate canvas back of solid red Tent Stitches.

Join front and back, overcasting cuff in green, mitten in red.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Green
Red
White

DSCN2403B 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching tie 
string 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 
3) 3-4 ply 

1 

2 3 

Mitten A1 

Make a separate canvas back of solid red Tent Stitches.

Join front and back, overcasting cuff in green, mitten in red.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 

Mitten B 

DSCN2489C 

     Green 
     Red 
     White 

Make a separate canvas back of solid green Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with green all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Green
Red
White

DSCN2489B 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 
3) 3-4 ply 

1 

2 3 

Mitten B 

Make a separate canvas back of solid green Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with green all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 

Mitten C 

DSCN2490C 

     Green 
     Red 
     White 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Green
Red
White

DSCN2490B 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 
3) 3-4 ply 

1 

2 3 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

Mitten C 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 
 

Mitten D 

DSCN2491C 

     Green 
     Red 
     White 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Green
Red
White

DSCN2491B 
Two Enlarged 

views of 
attaching a tie 

string 

1 

2 3 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 
3) 3-4 ply 

Mitten D 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 

Mitten D1 

DSCN2694C 

     Blue 
     Red 
     White 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Blue
Red
White

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

1 

2 3 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 
3) 3-4 ply 

Mitten D1 

DSCN2694B 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 

Mitten D2 

DSCN2696C 

    Pink 

      Dk Purple 
      Lt Purple 

Make a separate canvas back of solid Lt Purple Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with Lt Purple all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Pink
Dk Purple
Lt Purple

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

1 

2 3 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 
3) 3-4 ply 

Mitten D2 

DSCN2696B 

Make a separate canvas back of solid Lt Purple Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with Lt Purple all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 

Mitten D3 

DSCN2700C 

    White 
    Lt Purple 
    Dk Purple 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches same color as cuff.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



White
Lt Purple
Dk Purple

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

1 

2 3 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 
3) 3-4 ply 

Mitten D3 

DSCN2700B 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches same color as cuff.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 

Mitten E 

If using other color combinations, overcast the edges and make the tie 
string in the same color as you used to make the cuff. 

DSCN2474C 

    Green 
    Yellow 

Make a separate canvas back of solid green Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with green all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Green
Yellow

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

1 

2 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 

DSCN2474B 

If using other color combinations,  
overcast the edges  and make the 
tie string in the same color as  you  
used to make the cuff. 

Mitten E 

Make a separate canvas back of solid green Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with green all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten F 

YARN- 3-4 ply for all solid colors, front & back. 
      1-2 ply for the (optional) top stitched white dividing lines, using Back Stitches. 

DSCN2485C 

     Blue 
     Yellow 
     Purple 
     Green 
     Red 
     White 
     Pink 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

2 3 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 
3) 1-2 ply 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

Optional top-stitching 

Mitten F 

DSCN2485B 

    Blue 
    Yellow 
    Purple 
    Green 
    Red 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten G 

YARN- 3-4 ply for all solid colors. 
            1-2 ply for the top-stitched, white dividing lines, using Back Stitches. 

DSCN2484C 

     Blue 
     Yellow 
     Purple 
     Green 
     Red 
     White 
     Pink 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



DSCN2484B 
1 

2 3 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 
3) 1-2 ply 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

Mitten G 

    Blue 
    Yellow 
    Purple 
    Green 
    Red 
    White 
    Pink 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
     3-4 ply 

Mitten H 

DSCN2487C 
    Green 
    Yellow 

Make a separate canvas back of green Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with green all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Green
Yellow

Two Enlarged 
views 

of attaching a 
tie string 

DSCN2487B 

1 

2 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 

Mitten H 

Make a separate canvas back of green Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with green all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 

Mitten J 

DSCN2488C 
    Black 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Black
White

 Two Enlarged 
views 

of attaching a 

DSCN2488B 

1 

2 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 

Mitten J 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten K 

YARN- 3-4 ply for solid colors, front & back. 
             1-2 ply for top-stitched white snowflake design, using Gobelin and 
                    Back Stitches. 

DSCN2467C 
    Blue 
    White 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting edges with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

2 3 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 1-2 ply 
3) 1-2 ply 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

DSCN2467B 

Mitten K 

    Blue 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting edges with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten L 

YARN- 3-4 ply for solid colors, front & back. 
   1-2 ply for top-stitched white snowflake designs, using Gobelin Stitches. 

DSCN2500C 
    Blue 
    White 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

3 2 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching tie 
string YARN- 

1) 3-4 ply 
2) 1-2 ply 
3) 1-2 ply 

DSCN2500B 

Mitten L 

    Blue 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten M 

YARN- 3-4 ply for solid colors, front & back. 
     1-2 ply for top-stitched white snowflake designs, using Gobelin Stitches. 

DSCN2499C 
    Blue 
    White 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

3 2 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching tie 
string YARN- 

1) 3-4 ply 
2) 1-2 ply 
3) 1-2 ply 

Mitten M 

DSCN2499B 

    Pink 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten N 

YARN- 3-4 ply for solid colors, front & back. 
             1-2 ply for top-stitched white snowflake design, using Back Stitches  
                   & Gobelin Stitches. 

DSCN2702C   

    Dk Green 
    Lt Green 
    Lt Green 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

2 2 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

OR 

If 8 threads in the center hole 
on the left design are too tight, 
then follow the design below 
for doing the center. 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 1-2 ply 

DSCN2702B   

Mitten N 

    DK Green 

     Lt Green 
     Lt Green 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten O 

YARN-  3-4 ply for solid colors, front & back. 
              1-2 ply for top-stitched white snowflake designs, using Gobelin  
                     Stitches. 

DSCN2469C 
    Pink 
    White 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

3 2 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching tie 
string 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 1-2 ply 
3) 1-2 ply 

Mitten O 

DSCN2469B 

    Pink 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten P 

YARN-  3-4 ply for solid colors, front & back. 
   1-2 ply for top-stitched white snowflake designs, using Gobelin Stitches.   

DSCN2498C     Green 
    Pink 
    Pink 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

2 3 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 1-2 ply 
3) 1-2 ply 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

Mitten P 

DSCN2498B 

    Green 
    Pink 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten Q 

YARN-  3-4 ply for solid colors, front & back. 
             1-2 ply for top-stitched white snowflake designs, using 
                    Gobelin Stitches. 

DSCN2511C 

    Pink 
    White 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

2 3 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 1-2 ply 
3) 1-2 ply 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

DSCN2511B 

Mitten Q 

    Pink 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten R 

YARN-  3-4 ply for solid colors, front & back. 
             1-2 ply  for top-stitched white snowflake  designs, using 
                    Gobelin Stitches. 

DSCN2470C 

    Pink 
    White 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

3 2 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching tie 
string 

YARN- 
1)3-4 ply 
2) 1-2 ply 
3) 1-2 ply 

DSCN2470B 

Mitten R 

    Pink 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten S 

YARN-  3-4 ply for solid colors, front & back. 
            1-2 ply for top-stitched white snowflake designs, using  

DSCN2507C 

    Pink 
    White 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

2 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 1-2 ply 
3) 1-2 ply 

3 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

DSCN2507B 

Mitten S 

    Pink 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 

Mitten T 

DSCN2509C 

    Green 
    Yellow 

Make a separate canvas back of green Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with green all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Two Enlarged 
views 

of attaching a 
tie string 

1 

2 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 3-4 ply 

DSCN2509B 

Mitten T 

    Green 

Make a separate canvas back of green Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with green all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
    3-4 ply 

Mitten U 

DSCN2512C 

    Red 
    White 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Red
White

1 
YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

2 

Mitten U 

DSCN2512B 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten V 

YARN-  3-4 ply for solid colors, front & back, using reverse Tent Stitches. 
             1-2 ply for top-stitched white central design. 

DSCN2690C 

    Dk Green 
    Lt Green 

Make a separate canvas back of solid green Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with green all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

DSCN2690B 

YARN- 
1) 3-4 ply 
2) 1-2ply 

1 

2 

Mitten V 

     Dk Green 
     Lt Green 

Make a separate canvas back of solid green Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with green all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten W 

     Red 
     Green 
     White YARN- 4 ply 

DSCN3323C 

Make a separate canvas back of solid red Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with red all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

YARN- 
    1-3) 4 ply 

Two 
Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a 
tie string 

Mitten W 

     Red 
     Green 

2 3 

DSCN3323B 

Make a separate canvas back of solid red Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with red all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten W1 

     Dk Purple 

      Lt Purple 
      White YARN-  4 ply 

DSCN2902C 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 

YARN- 
    1-3) 4 ply 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

Mitten W1 

      Dk Purple 
      Lt Purple 
      White 

2 3 

DSCN2902B 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



1 
YARN- 
    1-3) 4 ply 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

Mitten W2 

      Dk Purple 
      Lt Purple 
      White 

2 3 

DSCN2903B 

Make a separate canvas back of solid DK Purple Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back, overcasting with Dk Purple all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten W2 

      Dk Purple 
      Lt Purple 
      White YARN-  4 ply 

DSCN2903C 

Make a separate canvas back of  solid Dk Purple Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back, overcasting with Dk Purple all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten X 

DSCN2915C 

YARN- White 3-4 ply 

              Red 2-3 ply 
              Blue 2-4 ply 

    White 
    Red 
    Blue 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



YARN- 
  1) 3-4 ply 
  2) 2-3 ply 
  3) 2-4 ply 

Mitten X 

DSCN2915B 

White Smyrna 
Cross  Stitch 

Center- 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 8 

1 

3 2 

     White 

     Red 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten X1 

YARN- White 3-4 ply 

               Orange 2-3 ply   

DSCN3311C 

     White 
     Orange 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten X1 

1 

2 

     White 
     Orange 

YARN- 
  1) 3-4 ply 
  2) 2-3 ply 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

DSCN3311B 

Make a separate canvas back of solid white Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with white all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten Y 

YARN- White 3-4 ply 

               Red 2-4 ply  
               Blue 3-4 ply 

DSCN2912C 

    White 
    Red 

Make a separate canvas back of solid blue Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with blue all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten Y 

YARN- 
White 3-4 ply 
Red 2-4 ply   
Blue 3-4 ply 

DSCN2912C 

     White 

     Red 

     Blue 

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

1 

2 3 

Make a separate canvas back of solid blue Tent Stitches.

Join the front and back together overcasting with blue all the way around.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of mitten front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten Z 

     Green 
     Yellow 

DSCN3317C   

YARN- Green 3-4 ply 
             Yellow 2-3 ply   

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.



Mitten Z 

DSCN3317B   

     Green 
     Yellow 

YARN- 
Green 3-4 ply 
Yellow 2-3 ply   

Two Enlarged 
views of 

attaching a tie 
string 

1 

2 3 

Make a separate canvas back of Tent Stitches the same color as mitten front.

Join front and back, overcasting the edges in mitten color.

Make a 12" tie string for hanging in upper left corner of front and tie a knot at 4" length.


